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Temii [Southern Nicobar talui, " plantain" ; Khmer tut
taloi (tout taloi), "banana tree" (tut appears to mean
" tree ") ; Palamg kloai « plantain »];
All these forms present a root with initial I provided
with a complex vocalic element in which i generally
appears. This root is preceded by a prefix sometimes
syllabic ke-, ge-, ta-, to-, te-, sometimes reduced to i-, #-, t-.
It is probable that, amongst the syllabic forms of
this prefix, ke-9 to-, te- are already reduced forms of *&a-,
*ta-, which are more archaic and are often found in the
Austro-Asiatic languages. On the other hand, it appears
that the root originally possessed a long I which had been
converted into diphthongs in different ways. We can,
therefore, restore two ancient forms of the name of
banana : *ka-ll and *ta-ll.
We have in Sanskrit kadall and kandall, both of
which mean banana or the banana tree. These forms,
inexplicable in Indo-European, can be explained if we
start from *&a-fa. It seems that a simple infix -da- in
ka-da-ll and a double infix -n-da- ra -ka-n-da-ll have been
inserted between the prefix and the root. The existence
of infixes, -d(a}- and -n-d(a)~ have been already recognised
in the Austro-Asiatic languages, but their role is still
undefined. I shall show later on, that they have
actually entered, into some of the names of trees, like
the "cabbage palm."
Besides kadall and kandall there had been doubtless,
a thircl form *tandall in Indo-Aryan. In fact one of
the eight kinds of syrup allowed by the Buddha to the
monks is the cocapana. According to the commentary
of the MahSvagga, VI, 35, 6, coca would be a kind
of kadall, and cocapana would mean plantain syrup,
Now Yi-tsing in Ekagatakarman, VI, explains coca by

